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(57) It provides a magnetic thin film memory ele-

ment utilizing the GMR effect. The memory element

comprising a first magnetic layer with a closed magnetic

circuit structure, a second magnetic layer with a closed
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

s Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a magneto-resistive element for recording information with orientation of

magnetization and reproducing it with a magneto-resistive effect, and a magnetic thin film memory using it.

10 Related Background Art

[0002] The magnetic thin film memory is a solid-state memory without moving part as in a semiconductor memory,

and is has such advantages over the semiconductor memory that information is not lost even if power supply is shut

down, that it allows infinite number of repeated rewriting, and that there is no risk for infornnation to be lost when it is

IS radiated by radiation. In recent years, a thin film magnetic memory utilizing the giant magneto-resistive effect particularly

attracts attention since it can provide higher output than a magnetic thin film memory which has been proposed and

uses an anisotropic magneto-resistive effect. For example, the Journal of the Magnetics Society of Japan, Vol. 20, p.

22 (1 996) proposed a solid-state memory which was constructed, as shown in Fig. 1 , by stacking components consisting

of a hard magnetic film HM/non-magnetic film NM/soft magnetic film SM to constitute a memory element. This memory
20 element is provided with a sense line S joined to a metal conductor and a word line W insulated from the sense line S

by an insulating film I, and information is written by a magnetic field generated by currents through the word and sense

lines. Specifically as shown in Figs. 2A to 2D, memory states "0" and "1
" are recorded by supplying a current 1 through

the word line W to generate a magnetic field with different orientation depending on difference of a current direction

ID= thereby inverting magnetization of the hard magnetic film HM. For example, as shown in Figs. 2A and 2B. "1" is

25 recorded in the hard magnetic film HM by supplying a positive current to generate a magnetic field toward the right,

while, as shown in Figs. 2C and 2D, "0" is recorded in the hard magnetic film HM by supplying a negative current to

generate a magnetic field toward the left. Reading ot information is performed by supplying a current I smaller than

the recording current through the word line W to invert magnetization of only the soft magnetic film SM, and by meas-

uring variation of resistance in the film. When the giant magneto-resistive effect is utilized, different resistance values

00 are generated in the case where the magnetization of the soft and hard magnetic films SM and HM is parallel and in

the case where it is anti-parallel, so that the memory states of "1
" and "0" can be determined from variation of resistance

In each case. When a positive-to-negative pulse as shown in Fig. 3A is applied, the orientation of the soft magnetic

film is changed from right to left, so that its resistance value for the memory state "1" changes from a small value as

shown in Fig. 3B to a large value as shown in Fig. 3C. while it for the memory state "0" changes from a large value as

35 shown in Fig. 3D to a small value as shown in Fig. 3E. When the resistance variation is thus read, information recorded

in the hard magnetic film HM can be read regardless of the state of magnetization in the soft magnetic film SM after

recording, so thai non-destructive reading can be attained.

[0003] However, in the magnetic thin film memory with the above arrangement, an anti-magnetic field (self-demag-

netizing field) generated in the magnetic layer cannot be negligible as the area of bit cell is reduced, so that the mag-
^0 netization Is not fixed in one orientation and becomes unstable for the magnetic layer for holding the record. Therefore,

the magnetic thin film memory with the above arrangement has a disadvantage that information cannot be saved when
the bit cell is miniaturized, so that it cannot be highly integrated.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
45

[0004] The present invention is intended in view of these points to attain a magnetic thin film memory from which an
anti-magnetic field causing a problem in miniaturizing bit cells may be eliminated, and which can be highly integrated.

[0005] Then, the above object may be achieved by a magnetic thin film memory element comprising:

a first magnetic layer with a closed magnetic circuit structure:

a second magnetic layer with a closed magnetic circuit structure having a coercive force higher than that of the

first magnetic layer: and
a non-magnetic layer disposed between the first and second magnetic layers, at least a part of which is made of

an insulating material.

55

[0006] In addition, it may be achieved by an information recording method comprising the step of supplying a current

with different direction depending on information to a current path of the magnetic thin film memory element, thereby

recording the information in the first magnetic layer
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10

IS

20

[0007] Furthermore, it may be achieved by an Information reproduction method comprising the steps of supplying a
current between the f.rst and second magnetic layers of the magnetic thin film memory element, and measuring re-
sistance, thereby reproducing information recorded on the first magnetic layer.

[0008] Detailed description is given in connection with the embodiments which follow by way of example only

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009]

Fig. 1 is a sectional view of a magnetic thin film for illustrating a conventional magnetic thin film memory utilizino
a giant magneto-resistive effect;

Figs. 2A. 2B, 2C and 2D are diagrams showing a recording operation of a conventional magnetic thin film memory
using the giant magneto-resistive effect, in which Figs. 2A and 2C show response of a word current I at time T
while Figs. 2B and 2D show state of magnetization in the conventional magnetic thin film memory:
Figs. 3A, 3B, 3C, 3D and 3E are diagrams showing a recording operation of a conventional magnetic thin film
memory using the giant magneto-resistive effect, in which Fig. 3A shows response of a word current I at time T,
while Figs. 38 to 3E show state of magnetization in the conventional magnetic thin film memory:
Figs. 4A and 48 are perspective views for illustrating a thin magnetic film memory element according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention:

Figs. 5A and 5B are perspective views for illustrating state of magnetization in a magnetic thin film memory element
according to an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 6 is a perspective view for illustrating the state of magnetization in a magnetic thin film memory element
according to an embodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 7 is a sectional view for illustrating a structure of a magnetic thin film memory element according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention:

Fig. 8 is a sectional view for illustrating a structure of a magnetic thin film memory element according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention;

Fig. 9 is a perspective view for illustrating the state of magnetization in a magnetic thin film memory element
according to an embodiment of the present invention:

Fig. 10 is a second embodiment of a magnetic thin film memory element according to the present invention:
Fig. 11 is an example of a memor/ which is constituted by using the magnetic thin film memory of Fig. 10;
Fig. 1 2 is a schematic view of a cylindrical current path;

Fig. 13 is a graph of the relationship between the radius of current path in Fig. 12 and magnetic fields, with the
length of current path as a parameter;

^'9 14 is a graph of the relationship between the length of current path in Fig. 12 and the generated maximum
magnetic fields:

Fig. 15 is another embodiment of the present invention:

Fig. 16 is another embodiment of the present invention:

Fig 17 is a sectional view showing a magnetic thin film memory element according the present invention; and
Fig. 18 is a sectional view showing a magnetic thin film memory element according the present invention.
Figs. 19A and 198 are perspective views for illustrating a thin magnetic film memory element according to an
embodiment of the present invention.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[First embodiment]

[0010] Figs. 4A and 4B show an example of magnetic thin film memory element of an embodiment of the present
invention which is cylindrical in the figures. In the figures, there are shown a first magnetic layer 1

, a second magnetic
layer 2.. and a non-magnetic layer 3, for which layer 3 an insulating material is used so as to cause a spin tunnel effect

as described later. An arrow represents onentation of magnetization in each magnetic layer. The first and second
magnetic layers are cylindrical and have a clockwise or counterclockwise axis of easy magnetization. Their magnet-
izations are annularly onented along the cylinder Thus, unlike the medium described in the Prior Art section, a magnetic
pole is, not exposed at the end surface, so that magnetization can be stably saved.

[001 1 ] Magnetized information of "0" and " 1" is recorded whether the orientation of magnetization for the first magnetic
layer is clockwise or counterclockwise. For example, the first magnetic layer has a low coercive force so as to be able
to record magnetized information corresponding to "0" in Fig. 4A and "1" in Fig. 4B.

[0012] The second magnetic layer has a coercive force higher than the first magnetic layer. Its magnetization orien-
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lalion does not depend on the magnetized informalion, but is oriented in a predetermined direction, and is constantly

maintained in saving, recording and reproducing.

[0013] In addition, the magnetic thin film memory element of the present invention exhibits a low resistance value

when the magnetization of the first and second magnetic layers is in parallel, and a high resistance value when it is in

5 anti-parallel. Thus, the memory element has a different resistance value depending on the magnetization orientation

of the first magnetic layer, so that recorded magnetized information can be read.

[0014] Used for the memory element of the present invention is a giant magneto-resistive element of a spin tunnel

type. This is because of the following reasons. First, the spin tunnel type can provide a large magneto-resistive (MR)

ratio. While an MR ratio of only about 10% is obtained from a magneto-resistive element of spin scattering type in

10 which a non-magnetic layer of good conductor such as copper is held between magnetic layers, an MR ratio of about

20-30% can be obtained from the spin tunnel type at the room temperature, thereby a large signal can be obtained in

reading. Second, the magneto-resistive element of spin tunnel type can increase its resistance value to as high as 1

kil When the memory elements of the present invention are arranged in a matrix for operation, a semiconductor

switching element is connected to the memory element. If resistance of the memory element is lower than on-resistance

IS (about 1 kii) of the semiconductor switching element, reading of information recorded in the memory element becomes

unstable under influence of variation of on-resistance. Third, the spin tunnel type can use a CPP (Current Perpendicular

to the film Plane)-MR (Magneto-Resistance) effect which causes current to flow perpendicular to the film surface. This

is because in mounting a terminal on the memory element, attaching electrode wires 6 and 7 on and under the memory

element as in the present invention as shown in Figs. 5A and 5B provides surer contact between the memory element

20 and the electrode wire than attaching the terminal to the side of memory element With this regard, although magneto-

resistance with the CPP-MR effect can be also observed on the magneto-resistive element of spin scattering type, it

is unsuitable for the memory element. This is because that while the magneto-resistive element of spin scattering type

has as low resistance value as several tens c ;s even if current is caused to flow parallel to the film surface^ the

resistance value is decreased by further one order or more if the CPP-MR effect is used, so that reading cannot be

25 accurately performed as described above.

[0015] As described above, the magnetic thin film memory element of the embodiment of the present invention is

characterized in that the magneto-resistive effect is generated with the spin tunnel type. The magneto-resistive effect

by the spin tunneling provides a structure of first magnetic layer/non-magnetIc layer/second magnetic layer as shown,

for example, in Figs. 4A and 48, and a thin insulating material is used for the non-magnetic layer. Then, it is arranged

00 that an electron tunnel phenomenon occur from the first magnetic layer to the second magnetic layer when current is

caused to flow perpendicular to the film surface in reproduction.

[0016] In the magnetic thin film memory element of spin tunnel type of the embodiment the present invention, since

conduction electrons is spin-polarized in ferromagnetic metal, upward spin and downward spin have different electron

state on the Fermi surface. When a ferromagnetic tunnel junction consisting of a ferromagnetic material, an insulating

35 material and a ferromagnetic material is constituted from such ferromagnetic metal layer, the conduction electron tun-

nels with maintaining its spin, so that the tunnel probability varies depending on the state of magnetization of both

magnetic layers, which appears as variation of tunnel resistance. This decreases resistance when the magnetization

of the first and second magnetic layers is parallel and increases resistance when it is anti-parallel. Since larger differ-

ence between the state densities of the upward and downward spins increased the resistance value, and a larger

-^0 reproduction signal is obtained, it is desirable to use a magnetic material with high spin poiarizability for the first and

second magnetic layers. Specifically, Fe with much polarization of upward and downward spins on the Fermi surface

is chosen for the first and second magnetic layers, and Co is chosen as a secondary component. More specifically, it

is desirable to choose and use a materia! containing Fe, Co or Ni as primary component. Preferably, it is Fe, Co. FeCo,

NiFe, and NiFeCo. The preferable elemental structure of NiFe is x equal to 0 but 82 or less for Ni^^Fe^oo-x More,
-^5 specifically, it includes Fe, Co, Ni72Fe28- Ni5iFe49, Ni42Fe53, Ni25Fe75, and NigFeg,.

[0017] In addition, NiFe, NiFeCo or Fe is more desirable for the first magnetic layer to decrease the coercive force.

Moreover, a material primarily containing Co is desirable for the second magnetic layer to increase the coercive force.

[0018] As described above, since the magneto-resistive memory element of the embodiment of the present invention

uses the magneto-resistive effect from spin tunneling, the non -magnetic layer must be an insulating layer for the electron

50 to tunnel while maintaining its spin. The non-magnetic film may be entirely or partially an insulating layer. The magneto-

resistive effect can be further increased by constituting the non-magnetic layer partially with an insulating layer to

minimize its thickness. An example using an oxide film as the non-magnetic metal film includes an AI2O3 film which is

an Al film a part of which is oxidized in the air. The non-magnetic layer is made of an insulating material, preferably,

aluminum oxide AlOx. aluminum nitride AINx, silicon oxide SiOx. and silicon nitride SiNx. NiOx may be used as the

55 primary component. Since suitable potential barrier should exist tn the energy of conduction electron in the first and
second magnetic layers for piston tunneling, the above-mentioned mnienats are relatively easy to obtain such barrier

and advantageous in manufacturing.

[0019] Each of the first and second magnetic layers of the rrriqnonc thin him memory element according to the

5
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presenl invention desirably has a film thickness thicker than 100 angstrom but 5000 angstrom or less. First, when an

oxide is used for the non-magnetic layer, magnetism at the interface of the magnetic layer close to the non-magnetic

layer is weakened due to effect of the oxide, and this effect is high when the film is thin. Second, when the aluminum

oxide non-magnetic layer is formed by forming a film of Al, and then introducing oxygen for oxidization, aluminum

5 remains several tens angstrom, and this effect becomes significant when the magnetic layer is 100 angstrom or less,

so that suitable memory characteristic cannot be obtained. Third, particularly when the memory element is miniaturized

to a submicron order there is caused attenuation for the memory holding capability of the first magnetic layer, and the

capability for holding constant magnetism for the second magnetic layer. Since, if it is too thick, there is such a problem

as the resistance value becomes too high, it is desirable to be 5000 angstrom or less, and. more desirable to be 1000

10 angstrom or less.

[0020] In addition, it is desired that the non-magnetic layer is a uniform layer of about several tens angstrom, and

that the film thickness at its insulating portion is 5 angstrom or more but 30 angstrom or less. This is because, if the

thickness is less than 5 angstrom, there is a possibility of electrical short-circuiting between the first and second mag-

netic layers, and because, if it exceeds 30 angstroms, the tunnel phenomenon of electron becomes hard to occur.

IS Furthermore, desirably, it is 4 angstrom or more but 25 angstrom or less. More desirably, it is 6 angstrom or more but

18 angstrom.

[0021] Moreover, the coercive force is desirable to be 10 Oe or more but 50 Oe or less for the first magnetic layer

of the magnetic thin film memory element according to the present invention. This is because since a current is caused

to flow through the memory element to generate a magnetic field whereby the magnetization of the first magnetic layer

20 is inverted, if the coercive force exceeds 50 Oe, a current necessary for inverting magnetization is increased, thereby

increasing power consumption by the memory: and because the current density is reached to the limiting current one

to break the electrode wire connecting the memory elements, or the memory element and the switching element. In

addition, if it is less than 10 Oe, it is difficult to stably save magnetized information. Moreover, the coercive force for

the second magnetic layer is desirable to exceed 50 Oe. This is because, if it has a weak coercive force, magnetization

25 is inverted in saving or recording, so that the reproduction is not able to be carried out.

[0022] Thus, it is desirable that the coercive force for the first magnetic layer of the magnetic thin film memory element

according to the present invention is set to one halt or less of that for the second magnetic layer

[0023] Since the coercive force decrease as Fe is added in Co and increases as Pt is added, it Is sufficient to control

the coercive force by adjusting x and y for COioo-x-y^^x^V' example. The coercive force can also be increased by

30 raising substrate temperature in film formation. Thus, the coercive force may be controlled by adjusting the substrate

temperature in forming the film. This approach may be combined with the above approach for adjusting the composition

of ferromagnetic thin film.

[0024] In a magnetic thin film memory element of an embodiment of the present invention, an antiferromagnetic layer

may be provided to contact the surface opposite to the non-magnetic layer of the second magnetic layer, so that the

35 antiferromagnetic layer makes switched connection with the second magnetic layer to fix magnetization of the second

magnetic layer. The switched connection with the antiferromagnetic layer makes it possible to increase the coercive

force of the second magnetic layer In this case, since the same material may be used for the first and second magnetic

layers, there is no need to sacrifice the MR ratio for increasing the coercive force, so that the range is widened for

selecting materials. Matenals for the antiferromagnetic layer may include nickel oxide NiO, ferromanganese FeMn,

^0 and cobalt oxide CoO.

[0025] Fig. 6 shows another example of the magnetic thin film memory element according to an embodiment of the

present invention . In the figure, a conductor 5 surrounded by an insulator 4 is formed at the center of the first and

second magnetic layers 1 and 2. The conductor 5 is for inverting magnetization by supplying a current in recording,

and has a conductivity higher than that of the magnetic layer The insulator 4 is provided for preventing the conductor

^5 5 from contacting the magnetic layer. Fig. 7 shows a cross sectional view of Fig. 6, in which sense lines 61 and 62

used for reproduction and a word line 7 used for recording are added to the arrangement of Fig. 6. While, in Fig. 7, the

sense line 62 also functions as a resistance electrode of the word line 7, Fig. 8 shows a separately provided word line

72. The structure shown in Fig. 8 performs recording by supplying a current through the word lines 71 and 72 In

reading, a resistance value of the memory element is measured by supplying a current between the sense lines 61

50 and 62. The sense lines 61 and 62 may be parallel or perpendicular to the word lines 71 and 72. For example, in a

structure shown in Fig. 9, the sense lines 61 and 62 are parallel each other and the word line 7 is provided to be

perpendicular to them.

[0026] When comparing the structures shown in Figs. 6, 7 and 8 to that of Figs. 4A and 4B, they have lower wnng

resistance, and better power consumption and response because no current flows through the magnetic layers in

55 recording.

[0027] When recording is performed in the magnetic thin film memory clement of the present invention, state of "0"

or "1 " is recorded by supplying a current perpendicular to the film sur'ncc ihat is. making the current perpendicular to

the magnetization orientation, and determining the magnetization oncnirition for the first magnetic layer with a magnetic

6
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field generated by the currenl. Orienlalion of the magnetic field being generated depends on the direction of current

being supplied. For example, if the current flows through the memory element from the top to the bottom, the magnetic

field is generated in the clockwise direction when viewed from the above, so that the magnetization is clockwise. On

the other hand, if the current flows from the bottom to the top. the magnetization is counterclockwise. In the magnetic

5 thin film memory element of the present invention, the first magnetic layer has a lower coercive force, and the second

magnetic layer has a higher coercive force. If the magnitude of current to be supplied is set to generate a magnetic

field larger than the magnetic field for inverting magnetization of the first magnetic field, data of "0" or "1" can be

recorded in the first magnetic field according to the orientation of its magnetization.

[0028] In reproducing magnetized information, the magnetized information of "0" and "1" is detected by arranging

10 the current to flow through the magnetic thin film memory element of the present invention perpendicular to the film

surface, that is, to flow in an order of the first magnetic layer, the non-magnetic layer, and the second magnetic layer,

or in an order of the second magnetic layer, the non-magnetic layer, and the first magnetic layer, and by measuring a

resistance value between the first and second magnetic layers of the memory element. In this case= a smaller resistance

value is observed if the magnetization orientation of the first and second magnetic layers is in parallel, while a larger

IS resistance value is observed if it is in anti-parallel. Since the magnetization of the second magnetic layer is previously

fixed in a predetermined direction, the resistance value varies according to the magnetization recorded in the first

magnetic layer, so that information can be read.

[0029] The magnetic layer may have not only the cylindrical shape but also a structure having a section in the shape

of a square, provided the magnetization is oriented so as to form a closed magnetic circuit. For example, the magnetic

20 layer may have not only such a shape as shown in Fig. 4A and Fig. 6 but also such a structure as shown in Figs. 19A

and 19B. respectively. In Figs. 19A and 19B, there are shown a first magnetic layer 91 , a second magnetic layer 92,

non-magnetic layer 93, insulating layer 94, and writing line 95. The magnetic layer may have not only the shape of a

square but also a shape of polygon. The cylindrical shape is more suitable for the magnetic layer because it provides

the most stable closed magnetic circuit.

25 [0030] In the above-mentioned examples, the first magnetic layer having a low coercive force is used as a memory

layer saving information, and the second magnetic layer having a high one is used as a layer wherein a magnetization

orientation is constant. I.e. the pin layer. However, the second magnetic layer may be used as the memory layer saving

information, and the first magnetic layer as a detecting layer to read out information on the second magnetic layer.

Such a detecting layer is set so as to inverse the magnetization in two-orientations and detect a resistance variation

30 generated at the inversion.

[0031] In the constitution of the detecting layer/the non-magnetic layer/the memory layer, the coercive force of the

second magnetic layer is preferably 10 Oe or more but 50 Oe or less: and that of the first magnetic layer is preferably

2 Oe or more and the half of the coercive force of the second magnetic layer or less.

[0032] In the above-mentioned examples^ there are descriptions as to the memory element, mainly. As shown in the

35 descriptions, the element of the present invention is characterized in that even if the element is microstructurized, a

high MR ratio can be realized in the element. Accordingly, the present invention may be applied to the magnetic head

of a hard disk, a magnetic sensor and so forth.

Experiment A
40

[0033] NiFe of thickness t as the first magnetic layer 1 , AI2O3 1 0A in thickness as the non-magnetic layer 3, and Co
of thickness t as the second magnetic layer 2 were made to build up on a Si substrate in this order to form magnetic

thin film memory elements of the present invention having a constitution of Fig. 5A, varying the thickness t of the

magnetic layer from IOA to IOOOOA. The spin tunnel element portion comprised of NiFe. AI2O3 and Co was finely

processed by a focus ion beam to obtain a cylindrical shape of about 0.8pm diameter. A current was applied between
electrodes 6 and 7.. to measure the resistance value in each case that the orientation of the two magnetic layers is in

parallel and that it is in gnti-parallel. MR ratio was defined as (maximum resistance value - minimum resistance value)

/ minimum resistance value. The results are shown in "Experiment A" column of Table 1 . As shown in the result, while

the magnetic layers in a range of IIOA to 5000A in thickness t have MR ratio of 15% or more^ the magnetic layers in

50 the other range of thickness t have MR ratio less than 10%. The magnetic layers in a range of 11OA to 1000A in

thickness r have MR ratio of 20% or more.

Comparative experiment 1

55 [0034] NiFe of thickness t as a magnetic layer. Cu 50A in thickness as a non-magnetic layer and Co of thickness t

as a magnetic layer were made to build up in this order to form a structure of Fig. 5A having a processed cylindrical

portion of about O.S|jm diameter of the spin scattering film, varying the thickness of the magnetic layer m the same
manner as in the above Experiment. The spin scattering film means a giant magnetic resistance film wherein the non-

7
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magnetic layer consisting of a good conductor sandwiched between two magnetic layers. The results ol MR ratio

measurement in the resulting elements are shown in "Comparative experiment V column of Table 1.

Comparative experiment 2

'

[0035] Spin lunnel films of Fig. 1 having an open magnetic circuit constitution having the processed portion of about

0 Rum in diameter in which the magnetic circuit was not closed, were prepared ,n a way of mak.ng N,Fe of thickness

?2 SM aX 1 5A in m ckness as NM, and Co of thickness x as HM build up. varying the thickness of the magnetic

Lyer in the same manner as in the above. The results of MR ratio measurement in the resulfng elements are shown

10 in "Comparative experiment 2" column of Table 1

Comparative experiment 3

[0036] spin scattering films of Fig. 1 having an open magnetic circuit constitution in which the magnetic circuit was

not closed were prepared in a way of making NiFe of thickness t as SM. Cu 50A in thickness as NhA and Co of

thick^Ts t Ts HM bu^ld up and processing the portion so as to have a length of about CB^m, varying the th.ckr^ess

o,te magnetic layer in L same manner as in the above. The results of MR ratio measurement .n the resulting

elements are shown in "Comparative experiment 3" column of Table 1.
^

m03^1 AS Shown in Table 1 the spin tunnel element of the present invention has a higher MR ratio compared with

Kin scauSg Ller^ents. even ii the magnetic layers are thickened, particularly. Further, the decrease of MR m

the open magnetic circuit constitution is remarkable ,n the cases wherein the thickness ol the magnetic layer is 1 0OA

o more TheTause of it seems to be that the anti-magnetic field is reduced by employing ^^-.^Vl-dnca, s^^^^^^^^

°he result the turbulence of the magnetization orientation is reduced. On the other hand, the MR ratio of the spin

scattenng fHm having the magnetic layer 100A or more is reduced, even if it has a cylindrical shape. This is because

when l^l scattering filmL a thick magnetic layer, then it is difficult to cause the magnetic resistance effect itself

,

Tooae ildin^^^^^ o> the reducrng of anti-magnetic field by the cylindrical type ,s notable in the spin tunne

Cramer thaS^^^ one. As the result, it is clarified that subiect to the spin tunnel film, the cylindrical

rucrure cin exhibit the effect and be a device capable of accommodating with the high integration

IS
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[Second embodimenl]

[0039] Now, another embodiment of the present invention is described in detail with reference to the drawings. Fig.

10 shows an arrangement of another embodiment of the magnetic thin film memory element according to the present
invention. In the figure, there is shown a first cylindrical magnetic layer 21 and a second cylindrical magnetic layer 22.

A non-magnetic layer 23 is provided between the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22. A memory element of

one bit cell is constituted by the first and second magnetic layers 21
, 22, and the non-magnetic layer 23 of Fig. 10. The

first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22 have the axis of easy magnetization in the clockwise or counterclockwise
direction, and their magnetization is annularly oriented along the shape of cylinder. Arrows in Fig, 10 shows the mag-
netization orientation of the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22, respectively Here, the magnetic layer is not

limited to the cylindrical shape, but may employ a structure with a rectangular cross section as long as the magnetization
is oriented in a closed magnetic circuit. However, the cylindrical structure is desirable because it provides the most
stable closed magnetic circuit.

[0040] In addition, resistance between the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22 exhibits a lower resistance

value if the magnetic orientations of the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22 are in the same direction, and a
higher resistance value if they are in the opposite direction. Thus, the memory element has a different resistance value

depending on the magnetization orientation of the first magnetic layer 21 , so that this may be utilized to read recorded
magnetized information. In addition, magnetized information of "0" or "1

" is recorded in accordance with the clockwise

or counterclockwise magnetic orientation of the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22. That is, current is upwardly
or downwardly supplied perpendicular to the film surface of the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22 (t direction

in Fig. 10), whereby recording is performed by inverting the magnetization of the first or second magnetic layer 21 or

22 with the generated magnetic field. The methods for recording and reproducing information will be described later

Since, in the embodiment, the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22 are structured in a closed magnetic circuit,

the effect of anti-magnetic field can be eliminated, so that magnetized information can be stably recorded. Therefore,

the cell width for one bit can be narrowed, whereby a highly integrated memory device can be realized. In addition,

there is no leakage of a leak magnetic field to adjacent cells, whereby recording and reproduction can be stably per-

formed.

[0041] Fig. 11 is an example of case where a memory is actually constructed by using the memory element of Fig.

10. In Fig. 11, first, the memory element 40 consisting of the first and second magnetic layers 21, 22 and the non-

magnetic layer 23 is mounted on a semiconductor substrate 41 in pair with a driving transistor 42. The semiconductor

substrate is made of, for example, a p-type semiconductor, with the source and drain regions being of an n-type sem-
iconductor. The driving transistor has, for example, a source terminal 43 and a gate terminal 44. with a drain terminal

being electrically connected with, for example, the memory element. It also has a control gate 45. The other end of the

memory element is connected to a source voltage (VDD) 46. The direction of current through the memory element is

changed by changing over the polarity of VDD according to record information, thereby recording "V and "0" of the

magnetized information. A large number of memory elements and driving transistors are longitudinally and laterally

arranged on the semiconductor substrate, and integrated as a highly integrated magnetic thin film memory
[0042] Here, in this embodiment, when information is recorded, the memory element is divided into two types whether

the magnetization is inverted for the first magnetic layer 21 or the second magnetic layer 22. The first type is an

arrangement comprised of a memory layer (first magnetic layer 21 ). a non-magnetic layer 23, and a pin layer (second

magnetic layer 22). This is a case where the first magnetic layer 21 is used as a memory layer for saving magnetized

information, and the second magnetic layer 22 is used as a pin layer for continuously maintaining constant its mag-
netization orientation in the saving, recording and reproducing state without depending on the magnetized information.

In this case, it is the magnetization of the first magnetic field 21 that is inverted by the recording current. The reproduction

of information is performed by detecting an absolute value without inverting the magnetic layer as described later.

[0043] The second type is an arrangement comprised of a detection layer (first magnetic layer 21 ), the non-magnetic

layer 23, and a memory. layer (second magnetic layer 22). This is a case where the first magnetic layer 21 is used as

a detection layer for performing inversion for relative detection in reading, and the second magnetic layer 22 is used

as a memory layer for saving magnetized information. In this case, it is the magnetization of the second magnetic layer

22 that is inverted by the recording current. In both case, it is necessary that the first magnetic layer 21 has a lower

coercive force, and the second magnetic layer 22 has a coercive force higher than the first magnetic layer 21

.

[0044] Then, the magnetic thin film memory element of this embodiment can perform sufficiently stable recording by

increasing the length t of a current path through which the recording current flows. This is also true for both the first

and second types, and for the spin tunnel film arrangement and the spin scattering film arrangement, which will be

described later. Now, a concrete arrangement of the memory element will be described. First, to record information in

the memory element, it is desirable to generate a magnetic field of at least 5 Oe. and more desirably 10 Oe. This is

because, if the magnetic field is too small, it becomes necessary to decrease the coercive force of the magnetic thin

film memory element, which makes it difficult to stably hold recorded information. It is sufficient to supply a high current
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to obtain a large magnetic field. However, if it exceeds the limiting current density for wiring material, there arises

elect romigration, which tends to break wiring. In addition, if the current value increases, the memory element consumes

much power.

[0045] The limiting current density is 20 mA/pm^ for a tungsten wire which has a relatively high limiting current density

5 among wiring materials used for a semiconductor device. In addition, about 1 mA or less is a desirable current for

suppressing increase of power consumption and heat generation in the device. Here, Fig. 12 shows the above-men-

tioned tungsten wire as a cylindrical conductor with a radius R and a length t. Fig. 13 shows a relationship between

the radius R of the conductor shown in Fig. 12 and a magnetic field when a current is supplied in the direction of the

height t in the conductor. Here, Fig. 13 plots the generated magnetic field H to the radius R with the length t of the

10 conductor as a parameter. The length of conductor t is 0.01, 0.03, 0.05. 0.1 . 0.2 and 0.3 pm.

[0046] Then, Fig 1 4 shows a relationship between the length of conductor t and the maximum magnetic field Hmax.

As seen from Figs. 1 3 and 14. the length t of current path requires at least 0.05 nm to obtain a magnetic field of 5 Oe
or more required for recording. In addition, as seen from Fig. 13. longer length t of the current path can widen the

available range of radius R of the current path, so that the margin can be increased in mounting the memory element.

IS From the above result, a length of 0.05 pm is required for the length t of the current path to generate the magnetic field

of 5 Oe required for recording, more preferably 0.1 jam or more, still preferably 0.15 |im or more, and still preferably

0.2 jam or more. In addition, if the length t of current path is made too long, it increases the film thickness, which not

only takes much time for film formation, but also may cause the memory element not to become perpendicular but

incline with respect to the semiconductor substrate of Fig. 11 . This causes erroneous recording such as recording on
20 an adjacent memory element. Thus, the length t of current path is 2 pm or less, preferably 1 pm or less, more preferably

0.5 |.im or less. Therefore, the length t of current path of the memory element of Fig. 10 is sufficient to be 0.05 |am or

more, but 2 pm or less.

[0047] Fig. 1 5 shows another embodiment of the present invention. While the current path for recording is constituted

in the embodiment of Fig. 10 by the first magnetic layer 21 , the non-magnetic layer 23, and the second magnetic layer

25 22, this embodiment is further provided with a good conductor 24. That is, in the case where the film thickness cannot

be increased for the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22, the length of current path is secured by providing the

good conductor 24. A material with conductivity higher than the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22 is used as

the good conductor 24. whereby recording is performed in the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22 by perpen-

dicularly supplying a current to the memory element of Fig. 15. The good conductor 24 may be provided on both the

30 end surfaces of the first magnetic layer 21 opposite to the surface contacting the non-magnetic layer 23, and the surface

ol the second magnetic layer 22 opposite to the surface contacting the non-magnetic layer 23 as shown in Fig. 15, or

on either one of them. Such provision of the good conductor 24 reduces resistance loss of the memory element, and
power consumption.

[0048] Fig. 16 shows another embodiment of the present invention. This embodiment is provided with a conductor
35 25 for supplying a recording current to the center of memory element. The conductor 25 is covered by an insulator 26,

and a material with conductivity higher than that of the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22 is used therefor.

The insulator 26 is provided for preventing the conductor 25 from electrically contacting the magnetic layer. However
it is preferably as thin as possible because, if the insulator 26 is thick, distance between the conductor 25 and each
magnetic layer Is increased, thereby decreasing the magnetic field applied to the magnetic layer Since in this embod-

"to iment a current is not supplied to the magnetic layer in recording, but supplied to the conductor 25, it is possible to

reduce power consumption, and good responsibility can be provided.

[0049] Now, description is given on a specific method for recording information in the magnetic thin film memory
element. First, to record information in the memory element, a current is supplied to the memory element perpendicular
to the film surface of the memory element. That is, the current is supplied to be perpendicular with respect to the

-^5 magnetization orientation, and the magnetization orientation of the memory layer is determined by the magnetic field

generated by the current, thereby recording information of "0" and "1". In this case, since the orientation of generated
magnetic field depends. on the direction of current to be supplied, if, for example, the current is supplied from the top
to the bottom of the memory element, the magnetic field is generated in the clockwise direction when viewing the

memory element from the above, so that the magnetization is oriented clockwise. On the other hand, if the current Is

50 supplied from the bottom to the top ol the memory element, the magnetic field is generated in the counterclockwise
direction when viewed from the above, so that the magnetization is oriented counterclockwise.

[0050] When information is actually recorded, the recording method differs for the above-mentioned first type, "mem-
ory layer (first magnetic layer 21). non-magnetic layer 23, and pin layer (second magnetic layer 22)" and the second
type, "detection layer (first magnetic layer 21). non-magnetic layer 23, memory layer (second magnetic layer 22)". In

55 the arrangement o( first type, information of "0" and "1
" can be recorded on the memory layer (first magnetic layer 21

)

depending on the orientation of magnetization by setting the magnitude ot current to be supplied to generate a magnetic
field smaller than the magnetization inverting magnetic field of the pin layer (second magnetic layer 22), but larger than
the magnetization inverting magnetic field of the memory layer (first magnetic layer 21 ). Moreover, in the case of second
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type, information of "0" and "1
" can be recorded depending on the orientation of magnetization by setting the magnitude

of current to be supplied to generate a magnetic field larger than the magnetization inverting magnetic field of the

memory layer (second magnetic layer 22).

[0051] Now, description is given on a specific method for reproducing information recorded in the magnetic thin film

5 memory element. First, information is reproduced by supplying a current In a direction perpendicular to the film surface

of the memory element in an order of the first magnetic layer 2i, the non-magnetic layer 23 and the second magnetic

layer 22, or of the second magnetic layer 22, the non-magnetic layer 23 and the first magnetic layer 21. Then, the

magnetized Information of "0" and "1 " is detected by measuring a resistance value between the first and second mag-

netic layers 21 and 22 of the memory element. That Is. the resistance value between the first and second layers 21

10 and 22 is small if the magnetization orientation of the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22 is in the same direction,

and large If they are opposite, whereby the information is determined by this difference of resistance values. Alterna-

tively, difference of resistance values is similarly detected by supplying the current in a direction horizontal with respect

to the film surface of the memory element.

[0052] Moreover the reading method differs for the first and second types of the memory element. In the case of the

IS first type, a resistance value between the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22 is measured by supplying a

reading current smaller than that in recording in a direction perpendicular to the film surface of the memory element.

In this case, since the magnetization of the second magnetic layer 22 is previously fixed in a predetermined direction,

the resistance value between the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22 varies in correspondence to the mag-

netization orientation recorded in the first magnetic layer 21, and the recorded information is reproduced with the

20 resistance value. Here, in this case, there is no need to invert the magnetization of magnetic layer

[0053] On the other hand, there are three reading methods for the second type. The first method is to align and

initialize magnetization of the detection layer (first magnetic layer) in a predetermined direction by supplying a current

in a direction perpendicular to the film surface of the memory element, and inverting the detection layer (first magnetic

layer). Then, the resistance value between the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22 Is measured by supplying

25 in a direction perpendicular to the film surface of the memory element a weak reading current in a magnitude not to

invert the detection layer. This method is effective for an element in which the detection layer has a small coercive

force and its magnetization is randomly oriented.

[0054] Another one is to initially measure the resistance value of the memory element, then supply a current In a

direction perpendicular to the film surface of the memory element to orient the magnetization of the detection layer in

30 a predetermined direction, and further measure the resistance value of the memory. The magnetized information in

the memory element can be detected by whether or not the resistance varies in this case. This method is established

so as to make the magnetization orientation of the detection layer and the memory layer be In a predetermined rela-

tionship after completion of recording For example, the detection layer and the memory layer are arranged so that

their parallel magnetized state is stable with the magnetic interaction, and the resistance value Initially measured is

35 that in the parallel magnetized state. This is attained by, for example, providing the non-magnetic layer with a film

thickness of about 10 A to 20 A in the spin tunnel type.

[0055] The last one is to supply a current from one direction to the memory element in a direction perpendicular to

the film surface, and read resistance variation between the first and second magnetic layer 21 and 22. Then, a current

is supplied to the memory element in the direction opposite to the above direction, whereby variation of resistance

40 between the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22 is read, and the recorded information is determined with the

resulting resistance variation. The current should have a magnitude enough to invert only the detection layer In any

method, it Is necessary for the memory layer (second magnetic layer) not to be inverted.

[0056] This embodiment employs the CPP (Current Perpendicular to the film Plane) - MR (Magneto-Resistance)

effect in which the current is caused to flow perpendicular to the film surface in reproduction, as described above, or

45 the CIP (Current In-Plane to the film Plane) - MR effect in which a current is caused to flow parallel to the film surface.

Here, in the above, in the memory elements shown In Figs. 10 and 15, the current supplied perpendicular to the film

surface to determine the magnetization orientation of the magnetic layer flows through the same current path as the

current for measuring the resistance value of the memory element.

[0057] In addition, in the arrangement of memory element shown in Fig. 16, the current for determining the magnet-

ic ization orientation is caused to flow through the conductor 25, while the current for measuring the resistance value is

caused to flow between the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22. A best suitable embodiment in this case is

shown in Figs 17 and 18 Fig. 17 shows a cross sectional view of the memory element. With this arrangement, when

the magnetization orientation is determined, a potential difference is provided between conductors 271 and 272 to

cause a current to flow through the conductor 25. When the resistance value of the memory element is measured a

55 current is caused to flow between electrodes 261 and 263 consisting of a conductor provided on the top surface of the

first magnetic layer 21. and electrodes 262 and 264 consisting of a conductor provided on the bottom surface ot the

second magnetic layer 22. This Is a case of GPP detection, and used for detecting both types of the spin tunnel and

the spin scattering, which will be described later.
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[0058] An arrangemeni shown in Fig. 18 is a cross sectional view of a memory element, in which the electrodes 262

and 264 of Fig. 17 are eliminated, and a current is caused to flow through the electrodes 261 and 263 when the

resistance value is measured. This is a case of CIP detection, and used for a case where the element of spin scattering

type, which is described later is detected Since the spin scattering type element has a thin magnetic layer, and re-

5 sistance is small in the CPP detection, it is desirable to use the CIP detection.

[0059] Now, there is described material for the first and second magnetic layers and the non-magnetic layer of the

magnetic thin film memory element, and thickness of them. Here, it is possible to employ the spin tunnel film arrange-

ment and the spin scattering film arrangement as the memory element film arrangement, which can be applied to both

arrangements of the first type, "memory layer/non-magnetic layer/pin layer", and the second type, "detection layer/

JO non-magnetic layer/memory layer" However it is more desirable to use the spin tunnel film arrangement than the spin

scattering film arrangement. This is because the spin tunnel film arrangement can provide a large magneto-resistance

(MR) ratio, and obtains a resistance value as high as 1 ki2 or more, so that it is less sensitive to variation of on-resistance

(about 1 Kil) of the semiconductor switching element. In addition, as described later since the spin tunnel film can

provide a relatively thick magnetic layer it can be employed for any of embodiments of Figs. 10. 1 5 and 16, while the

'5 spin scattering film is difficult to provide all magnetic layers and the non-magnetic layer with a film thickness of 0.05

urn or more, and desirable to be used for the embodiment ov Figs. 15 or 16.

[0060] The first and second magnetic layers use as their primary material at least one of Ni, Fe and Co or amorphous

alloy with CoFe as main component. They are a magnetic film of NiFe. NiFeCo, Fe. FeCo, Co, CoFeB or the like.

20 (Material of first magnetic layer)

[0061] The first magnetic layer has a lower coercive force than the second magnetic layer Thus, for the first magnetic

layer it is desirable to use a soft magnetic film containing Ni, and, more specifically, use NiFe or NiFeCo as the main

component in particular In addition, it may be an FeCo magnetic film with much Fe composition, or an amorphous
25 magnetic film with a lower coercive force such as CoFeB.

[0062] The atomic composition ratio of NiFeCo is. for Ni^Fe^Co^, x of 40 or more but 95 or less, y of 0 or more but

40 or less, and z of 0 or more but 50 or less, preferably, x of 50 or more but 90 or less, y of 0 or more but 30 or less

and z of 0 or more but 40 or less, more preferably x of 60 or more but 85 or less, y of 10 or more but 25 or less and z

of 0 or more but 30 or less.

30 [0053] In addition, the atomic composition of FeCo is, for Fe^CO^QQ-x. x of 50 or more but 100 or less, preferably, x

of 60 or more but 90 or less. Moreover the atomic composition of CoFeB is, for (C03^FeiQQ.x)^oo-y^y' ^ more

but 93 or less, and y of 10 or more but 25 or less, preferably

(Material of second magnetic layer)

35

[0064] The second magnetic layer has a higher coercive force than the first magnetic layer For example, it is desirable

to be a magnetic film containing much Co than the first magnetic layer Ni^^FeyCO^ suitably contains, in the atomic

composition, x of 0 or more but 40 or less, y of 0 or more but 50 or less, and z of 20 or more but 95 or less, preferably

X of 0 or more but 30 or less, y of 5 or more but 40 or less and z of 40 or more but 90 or less, more preferably x of 5
^0 or more but 20 or less, y of 10 or more but 30 or less and z of 50 or more but 85 or less. Fe^CO-ioo-x suitably contains,

in the atomic composition, x of 0 or more but 50 or less. In addition, an additional element such as Pt may be added
in the second magnetic layer for the purpose of control of coercive force and improvement of corrosion resistance.

[0065] In the case of the spin tunnel film arrangement, a thin insulating layer is used as the non-magnetic layer 23

between the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22, so that the tunnel effect occurs from the first magnetic layer

-^5 21 lo the second magnetic layer 22 when a current is supplied perpendicular to the film surface in reproduction. As
such, in the magnetic thin film memory element of spin tunnel type, since conduction electrons cause spin polarization

in a ferromagnetic metal= upward spin and downward spin have different electron state on the Fermi surface. When a

ferromagnetic tunnel junction consisting of a ferromagnetic material, an insulating material and a ferromagnetic material

is constituted from such ferromagnetic metal, the conduction electron tunnels while maintaining its spin, so that the

50 tunnel probability varies depending on the state of magnetization of both magnetic layers 21 and 22, which appears
as variation of tunnel resistance. Thus, the resistance value between the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22
becomes small when the magnetization orientation of the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22 is in the same
direction, and becomes large when it is in the opposite direction.

[0066] Since larger difference between the upward and downward spins in state density increases the resistance
55 value, and a lager reproduction signal is obtained, it is desirable to use a magnetic material with high spin polarizability

for the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22. Specifically Fe with much polarization of upward and downward
spins on the Fermi surface is chosen for the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22. and Co is chosen as a

secondary component. More specifically, it Is desirable to choose and use a material containing Fe, Co or Ni as primary
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component. Prelerably, il is Fe, Co, FeCo, NiFe, and NiFeCo. Specilically, ii includes Fe, Co, NiygFeja, Ni5,Fe4g,

IMi Fse, NiosFeyj. NigFegiand the like. In addition, NiFe, NiFeCo or Fe is desirable for the first magnetic layer 21 to

decrease the coercive force, and a material containing Co as the main component is desirable for the second magnetic

layer 22. ^ . .
,

[0067] Then, the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22 of the magnetic thin film memory element desirably

have a film thickness of more than 100 A but 5000 A or less. This is because, first, when an oxide is used for the non-

magnetic layer 23. magnetism at the interface of the magnetic layer close to the non -magnetic layer is weakened due

to the effect of the oxide, and this effect is high when the film is thin. Second, when the aluminum oxide non-magnetic

layer is formed by forming a film of Al and then introducing oxygen for oxidization, aluminum remains several tens

angstrom and this effect becomes significant when the magnetic layer is 100 A or less, so that suitable memory

characteristic cannot be obtained . Third, particularly when the memory element is miniaturized to a submicron order,

there iscaused attenuation for the memory holding capability of the first magnetic layer 21
.
and the capability for holding

constant magnetism for the second magnetic layer 22. In addition, since there arises too high resistance value of cell

if it is too thick it is desirable to be 5000 A or less, and, more desirably, to be 1000 A or less.

[00681 Next material for the non-magnetic layer 23 is described. First, it uses the magneto-resistance effect with

spin tunneling Thus, the non-magnetic layer 23 must be an insulating layer so that electrons tunnel while maintaining

their spin The non-magnetic layer 23 may be entirely or partially an insulating layer The magneto-resistive effect can

be further increased by constituting the non-magnetic layer partially with an insulating layer to minimize its thickness.

In addition the case where the non-magnet.c layer 23 is an oxide layer which is constituted by oxidizing a non-magnetic

metal film includes a case where a part of Al film is oxidized in the air to form an AI2O3 layer The non-magnetic layer

23 Is made of an insulating material, preferably, aluminum oxide AlOx. aluminum nitride AlNx, silicon oxide SiOx, and

silicon nitride SiNx. In addition. NiOx may be used as the main component. This is because a suitable potential barrier

is need to exist in the conduction electrons in the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22 for causing the spin

tunnel, and the barrier can be relatively easily obtained if NiOx is used as the main component, which is advantageous

in manufacturing. ^ , ,

.

[00691 In addition, the non-magnetic layer 23 desirably has a unifomi film thickness of about several tens angstrorn,

and its insulating region desirably has a film thickness of 5 A or more but 30 A or less. That is, if it is less than 5 A

there arises a possibility of electrical short-circuiting between the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22, and, if

it exceeds 30 A, the tunnel phenomenon of electron becomes hard to occur fy/loreover, it is desirable to be 4 A or more

0 but25Aorless, and more desirable to be 6 A or more but 18 A or less.

[00701 Next, the spin scattering film arrangement uses the magneto-resistance effect generated by spin dependent

scattering To obtain the magneto-resistance effect by the spin dependent scattering, it is suitable to use a metal layer

of good conductor as the non-magnetic layer 23. The magneto-resistance effect by the spin dependent scattering is

caused from the fact that scattering of conduction electron significantly differs depending on its spin. That is, resistance

s value becomes small for the conduction electron with spin ,n the same orientation as the magnetization because it is

not much scattered, while scattering increases resistance of the electron with spin in the opposite orientation. Thus, if

the magnetization of the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22 is in the opposite orientation, it provides a larger

resistance value than in the case where it is in the same orientation.

[0071] There is described the first and second magnetic layers 21 and 22, and the non-magnetic layer 23 in the spin

40 dependent scattering film arrangement. The first magnetic layer 21 is to form an annular loop together with the second

lave' and to read magnetized information saved on the second magnetic layer 22 utilizing the giant magneto-resistance

effect The first magnetic layer 21 desirably uses Nl, Fe orCo as the main component, or an amorphous alloy contam ing

Co and Fe as main components. For example, they include a magnetic film of NiFe, NiFeCo, FeCo^CoFeB or the lika

In addition, it may use an amorphous magnetic material such as CoFeB with composition such as Co84Fe9B7 or

JSza?' The second magnetic layer 22 is a magnetic layer for mainly saving magnetized information, and its orientation

Of magnetization is determined according to information of "O" or "1 Similar to the first

^^^^^^^Zao^^^^^
magnetic layer 22 is necessary to effectively generate the giant magneto-resistance effec

,
and to be capable o stably

mafntaining the magnetized state. Used as the second magnetic layer 22 is a magnetic layer containing Fe or Co as

so Z la component such as a magnetic film of Fe, FeCo or Co. An additional

Since the coercive force becomes small when Co is added in Fe and becomes large when P is added, c°ercive

force may be controlled by adjusting element components x and y for Co,oo-x-yFe,Pty Similarly, '^e coercive fo^ce o

the 'rrm'agneuc layer 21 mai be adjusted with the composition ratio of Fe and Co, and amount of additional element

55 0073] The film thickness of the first magnetic layer 21 is necessary to be established ^
f;-^^^^^^

giant Lgneto-resistive effect of scattering type. In CPP-MR, an important factor ,s a ^^^^^^^'^^^^.^f^^^^^^^^
While maLining its orientation, or the spin scattering length. Specifically the f,lm thickness

^^^^^^^J^^^^"^^^^^^^
21 is desirably at least 200 A or less because, if it Is significantly larger than the average free stroke of electron.
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effect is deterioraled under the pfionon scattPrinr, ^>,

20 A or more, more desirable to'be S^A oT^e'slncTir^f.fo'rH"V ^ °^ '^^^^ ^^'-^'^ '^e

.aver...oe„ec..e,;e;r::rr^
A or less. More preferably, i, is 1 50 A or less. However tlVeM TtlZnl

'"'""'''^ '° ''^ ^00
A or more s,r,ce. if it is too thin, the memory holding periormancrts hJ,

°' "^^^^ ^^^'^^'''^ '° be 80s decreased, and the resistance value of cell becorefsZ? 11 !
1"°'^ '° '^^ reproduction signal output

[0075] The non-magnetic layer 23 consists of a o^ ^T h , ,

"magnetization cannot be maintaLd
because it has the Fermi energy level close olVoX CneS aJ' '"h

'° '^^ "^^^
to eas.

y occurs at the interface when the magne izLTon oSma.^^^^^^^^^^
900d adhesion, so that resistance tends

magneto-res.stance ratio. In addilK^n, the non magnJ c Uer ^3 S^ir.M f convenient ,o obtain a largeA or less. In addition, if a magnetic layer contaiS c^ al the main?
' ^ "'"'""^^ °' ^ ^ °^ but 60

layer 21 and the non-magnetic layer 23. or beSn^he siSnTrTr^^^ " '^'^^'^^'^
"magnetic

between the firs, magnetic layer 21 and Ihe non ma^netl Ler 23^^^^^^^^^
non-magnetic layer 23. or

the non-magnetic layer 23, it is desirable becauseTo^o!^ h
^^^"^^^ ^^'^""^ "magnetic layer 22 andcan be obtained. In this case, the thickLss of he laTer^th S'^r"'"^"^'^^^"^ - "^at a high S/N ra,

o

less, and more preferably to be 5 A or more so that the .»^t !
"^'^ '=°'^P°"e'it is preferable to be 20 A or

it may be possible to constitute the firstrgnSc te^er 2,/no
•° "^P^°-« '^e S/N ratio

netic layer 23 as one unit, and to stack t^Junr WhL .II ^'^l"""
'^^"^ ^^^^cond magnetic layer 22/non-maQ

can be Obtained, if too many un„s are LTe .re MnX'neri^LrL^r 'TT' '^^^"^^ ^ ^'^^^ -'^
Thus, It ,s preferable to limit the number of stack to 40 orTf ^ becomes thick, which requires much current
0076] The coercive force of the first and s?confmag"e fc lavr^t'" h'S'^'

'° ^"""^ ' '° ^0 stacks

'

the element components x and y for Co,„, Fe Pt hp.!. 1 L ^ " '° controlled by adiustina
and large if P, ,s added. The coLive force''can also Z '"^^^^'^'^^ becomes small if Fe is added m CoThus^ the coercive force may be conu^.^d by ad us.i rsSSatlSm? T'^'^

'^'"'^^^^'"^^ '--'ion'

m07^ Th" ^PP^'^'^^ ac^justing the compoSirof '
" '""^'"^ "^^'^ ^PP^°ach

[0077] The present invention is not limited to thP ^rr.J
composition of ferromagnetic thin film,

|Ha, an antilerromagnetic layer is proviSdto ^ ^SSS of^L''^^V --"S^d such
magoelic layer 23, and this antiferromagne.ic layer mles ^wLhl^

"'^^"^"'^ °PP°^i'« '° 'he non-
f.x the magnetization of the second magnetic layer 22 ?h!?T K !^ connection with the second magnetic layer 22 to
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10

IS

Writing current

magnetic field (Oe)

Coercive force of

nnemory layer (Oe)

Number of normal

cells

Number of defective

cells

Error ratio (%)

2 2 10 90- 90

4 4 50 50 50

5 5 99 1 1

10 10 100 0 0

12 12 100 0 0

20

2S

30

rOOSIl Then the inventor conducted recording/reproduction experiments by producing the memory cells with the

same arrangement as descnbed above with different current path to investigate the upper ''^^ °' '^^^^^'^^

?f. TJ'!'^

Each 100 memory cells were produced with the current path length of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 pm. 0 or was

recorded in those memory cells with 10 Oe of the magnitude of magnetic field generated from

through the writing line and 8 Oe of the coercive force of the memory layer. Results are she vn in Table 3. The error

ratio was 2 % for the writing line length of 2 pm. 1% for 1 .0 um, and 0% for 0.5 Mm. The wor.. error ^^t'o -s supposed

to be caused from erroneous recording in an adjacent cell because a long current path was provided in the direction

of film thickness. It is found from these result that the necessary length of writing line is at least 2 um or less, desirably

1 .0 jam or less, more desirably 0.5 \xm or less.

Length (um) Number of normal cells Number of defective cells Error ratio (%) 1

0.5 100 0 0

1.0 99 1 1

2.0 98 2 2

3.0 50 50 50

4.0 0 100 100

35

40

45

50

55

Claims

1 . A magnetic thin film memory element comprising:

a fircit mannetic laver with a closed magnetic circuit structure: \ .

a setn^r^agneriayer with a closed magnetic circuit structure having a coercive force higher than that of

^::.^S^^^ between said first and second magnetic layers, at least a part of which is made

of an insulating material.

2. The magnetic thin film memory element according to claim 1
,

wherein

said first and- second magnetic layers contain at least one element from Fe, Co and Ni.

3. The magnetic thin film memory element according to claim 1
..

wherein

sa,d non.magnetic layer is compnsed of any one of aluminum oxide. aluminum n.tnde. sU.con oxide, or silicon

nitride.

4. The magnetic thin film memory element according lo claim i wherein

said first and second magnetic layers have a film thickness oMOO A or more bul 5000 A or less.

5. The magnetic thin film memory element according to claim i wl-cein

16
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said non-magnetic layer has a film ihickness o( 5 A or more bul 30 A or less.

6. The magnetic thin film memory element according to claim 1, wherein

the coercive force of said first magnetic layer is one half or less of that of the second magnetic layer said first

magnetic layer having the coercive force of 10 Oe or more but 50 Oe or less, said second magnetic layer

having the coercive force of more than 50 Oe.

7. The magnetic thin film memory element according to claim 1 wherein

an antiferromagnetic layer is disposed in contact with the surface of said second magnetic layer opposite to

said non-magnetic layer, said antiferromagnetic layer making switched connection with said second magnetic

layer the orientation of magnetization of said second magnetic layer being fixed.

8. The magnetic thin film memory element according to claim 1 , wherein

a current path for generating a recording magnetic field is formed at the center of said first magnetic layer,

said non-magnetic layer and said second magnetic layer.

9. The magnetic thin film memory element according to claim 1 , wherein

said current path is surrounded by an insulator

10. The magnetic thin film memory element according to claim 1.. wherein

said current path has a length of 0.05 iim or more but 2 \im or less.

11. An information recording method comprising the step of supplying a current with different direction depending on

information to said current path of the magnetic thin film memory element according to claim 8, thereby recording

the information in said first magnetic layer

12. An information reproduction method comprising the steps of supplying a current between said first and second

magnetic layers of the magnetic thin film memory element according to claim 1 , and measuring resistance, thereby

reproducing information recorded on said first magnetic layer

13. A memory device comprising a magnetic thin film memory element according to any one of claims 1 to 10 and

means for enabling current to be supplied through selected portions of the memory element.

17
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FIG. 7
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FIG. 16
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FIG. 19A

FIG. 19B
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